7.2 Best Practices.
1. Best Practices
1) Title of the practices – Swacchya Kalamb Abhiyan (Cleanliness Drive in
Kalamb)
2) Goal :
The goal of this practice is to keep the village and surrounding area of the village
clean and decent. At the same time our main objective is to maintain the
environment safe and sound. Our mission is to create awareness among the
common people regarding importance of cleanliness and hazardous effects of
dirt and wastages on human body.
3) The Content :
According to the plan we conduct the meeting of students and teachers. We
framed our aims and objectives. We also displayed notice on the notice board for
the information of the students. We received massive response out of it. We
guided the students regarding the importance of the cleanliness and waste
management. Our student responded to it and they convinced the people about
it. Even the Girl students of our college expressed their willingness for the
spontaneous participation in this activity.
4) The Practice :
All the students and teachers along with the teachers and villagers arranged a
program on 4the August 2018 to clean the village and create awareness among
the people. We distributed all students in five groups for the various located areas
of the village. The collective effort proves very effective in the orientation and
creation of awareness among the villagers. The students also prepare posters and
arrange rallies to keep the premise clean and take precaution in maintaining
hygiene.

Evidence of Success:

The joint initiative of the college and the villagers is very impressive and largely
impacted the people from the village. We became successful in convincing
people about the significance of hygiene. We intimate them about infectious
disease among people if they don’t use sanitation facilities with care. Earlier, we
used to burn the waste material at the dumping ground which is away from the
village. The outcome was that, there was a lot of carbon oriented smoke used to
spread all over. It made people to suffer from respiratory disease. We become
successful in controlling various diseases in and around kalamb village.
5) Problems encountered and Resources required
In this Cleanliness Drive, very few people participated actively. There is a need
of comprehensive planning and regular feedbacks from all the villagers are
expected. The new machinery like tractor and trailer is needed for carrying
garbage to dumping ground.
Best Practice 2
1) Title of the Practice :
Study Tour and Visit to Natural and Historical Places.
2) Objective of the Practice:
To create awareness among students about the historical and natural heritage of
the state.
To know about the functioning and give real site experience of corporate culture
to students.
To give exposure of the manufacturing process and marketing policies to
Students.

3) The context :
Our college organized study tour to the industry and visit trip to the historical
and natural places.
1) To give real work experience and exposure to the students about the functions
of industry.
2) To observe the process of Manufacturing and the structure of plant layout.

3) To develop the awareness among the student about the culture and historical
heritage of the country.
4) To motivate the students to copeup with the changes in industrial protocol.
4) The Practice :
The commerce department organized study tour of Our 60 students of
T.Y. B.Com have visited to a sugar factory name Shri Chhatrapati Co-Op Sugar
Factory Ltd., Bhavaninagar to take the information about the plant layout, the
different process for the product of sugar, the electricity generation plant,
packing instruments and bye products. The department organized study tour of
S.Y.B.Com 85 students visited to dairy place in Indapur Taluka at Gokhali which
is run by Mr. Dashrath Mane. The name of dairy Plant is “Sonai Dairy”. Our
student took information about the dairy plant including different process of milk
filtration, making of different products from milk.
The common college trip is arranged from 28/01/2019 to 30/01/2019 Our 80
students and 10 staff members visited Wai, Pratpgarh, Shriwardhan,
Harihareshwar, Dighi Port, Janjira Fort. For watching treaking the historical and
natural places and Beeches.
Evidence of Success : Under this practice college and their students around 225
students were participated. They learn and experience the corporate imbibe
cultural & encourage historical heritages. Problems Uncounted and Resources
required : Organizing such even is big challenge. Around 225 students
participated in the Study tour as outdoor activity. As such so for, no problems is
uncounted and whatever small little problems were taken care by team itself.

